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Abstract

Comparative questions, i.e., questions that ask for a comparison of di�erent
alternatives, are everywhere in our daily life. They express the comparative
information need which is underlying decision making. Often, answers to these
questions contain pro and con arguments for the compared options. In this
thesis, we deal with the identi�cation of the polarity of such argumentative
answers, i.e., the detection of the stance towards the comparison.

We present a new dataset for stance detection of answers to comparative ques-
tions consisting of 1,034 questions and answers annotated with the stance
targets and the answer's stance. Besides analyzing methods to identify those
targets, we focus on exploring approaches to detect the stance of the answers.
We evaluate di�erent ways to employ pre-trained transformer-based models
for this task. One of these ways is the application of the idea of sentiment �ow
for stance detection and breaking the classi�cation down to sentence-level. We
propose a classi�er based on RoBERTa that manages to correctly predict the
stance given by four labels (none, neutral, �rst, second) with an accuracy of
0.62 on our dataset.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In daily life, people constantly make decisions and informed choices between
di�erent options. Nowadays, a vast amount of knowledge, both facts and
opinions, is accumulated on the web, which can be accessed with ease using
modern technologies. The abundance of human-generated opinions on the web
might in fact complicate decision making let alone that opinions can be skewed
or one-sided. Hence, identifying a side of opinion (pro or con) towards one or
another option might help web technologies, e.g., search engines, to present
users a more comprehensive and diverse overview of alternatives.

This thesis deals with the task of identifying the stance of answers to compara-
tive questions, i.e., questions that request for a comparison of di�erent options.
We, thus, focus on the following research question: How well can we reliably
identify the position of an answer's author towards alternatives provided in a
comparative question?

To make informed choices people look into the alternatives, collect arguments
for and against the possible options, compare them, and �nally decide for one
side. Comparative questions asking for a comparison of at least two options of-
ten stand in the center of such a decision-making process. These questions can
be about product choices (e.g., �Which smartphone should I buy?�), about im-
portant life choices (e.g., �Is university A or university B better for Computer
Science?�), and much more. Although search engines have advanced from plain
information retrieval systems to sophisticated systems that attempt to present
the most valuable information to a searcher directly, they still struggle to do
this for some comparative questions. For factual questions, including com-
parative ones, they will often directly present the relevant (and often correct)
answer in front of any other search results. In Figure 1.1 featured snippets (i.e.,
direct answers) are shown exemplarily for the Google search engine.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Example answers from Google Search for factual questions: The highest
building in the world (left) and the higher building among the Burj Khalifa and the
Shanghai Tower (right).

However, Bondarenko et al. [7] showed that at least for the queries submitted to
the Russian search engine Yandex, the majority of the comparative questions
were argumentative or opinionated.1 For this type of question, Google Search
will not go beyond extracting a relevant snippet and providing the links to
the websites as shown in Figure 1.2. Such a result presentation only shows a
single opinion, does not provide a summary or di�erent arguments, and gives
no overall stance of arguments in the answer.

Figure 1.2: Example answers from Google Search for argumentative questions: The
best country in the world (left) and the better university for computer science among
Stanford University and Harvard University (right).

The web is �lled with human-written text comparing di�erent options such as
answers on community question answering (CQA) platforms like Quora, on-
line articles, or discussions in debate forums. For particular products, there
are even special online platforms comparing di�erent alternatives.2 These web-
sites, however, mostly address a speci�c narrow domain, can be unknown to

1Due to the strong overlap and similarity, we will be following Bondarenko et al. [7] and
merge these into one question type. For simplicity, we will call the answer and question
argumentative, if the question asks for an opinionated and/or argumentative answer.

2www.check24.de, www.pcmag.com, etc.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

a searcher, and can provide a biased opinion of review authors. Web search
engines have access to all this textual information on the web, but they do
not account for the argumentative and comparative nature of queries and ex-
tracted information. Direct answers often lack diversity, and a searcher still
has to follow di�erent links and read through multiple sources.

Several argument search engines have been developed to tackle argumentative
information need and to improve the search experience for such queries. How-
ever, they often retrieve documents from the limited and outdated web crawls
like Common Crawl and ClueWeb.3 For instance, args.me [69] retrieves rel-
evant argumentative text passages to a given (controversial) query and sorts
them into pro and con columns based on the explicit labels provided by the
argument authors. However, its retrieval coverage is limited to a crawl from
several online debate portals. ArgumenText [60] retrieves only single sentences
from the Common Crawl and classi�es their pro/con stance. In contrast,
TARGER [10] retrieves text document passages from the Common Crawl,
tags argumentative claims and premises in text, but does not identify their
stance. The Comparative Argumentation Machine (CAM) [54] has been specif-
ically developed to address a comparative information need and is based on
retrieval of comparative sentences from a dependency-parsed fraction of the
Common Crawl. Additionally, CAM classi�es the compared objects' prefer-
ence in the retrieved sentences, i.e., whether one or another compared options
should be preferred. Our idea is to extend the stance classi�cation of answers
to comparative questions beyond just sentences for systems like CAM.

To simplify the challenging research task, we only analyze comparative ques-
tions with exactly two compared objects. This makes it much easier to identify
the compared objects and use them as the targets for stance detection. Given
a comparative question with two compared objects and a relevant answer, our
task is to identify the answer's stance toward the objects, i.e., whether the an-
swer argues for one of the target objects (and against the other), the answer is
neutral (argues for or against both objects), or it does not express any stance.
The classi�er's output is then sought in the form of a category label from the
set: {None, Neutral, First, Second}. As the targets for the stance detection
task are not explicitly given by the question, one important subtask is to iden-
tify these objects in the question before detecting the stance towards them.
This thesis investigates this stance detection task and di�erent approaches to
automatically identify the targets and the stance.

Our �rst contribution is the creation of a stance dataset consisting of 1,034
comparative questions with answers. We sample questions from CQA plat-

3https://commoncrawl.org/, https://lemurproject.org/clueweb12.php/
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

forms, select the comparative ones with a classi�er, and annotate their an-
swers with a label describing the stance towards the comparison. The second
contribution is the design and evaluation of methods to identify the targets
in the question and the answer. Our main contribution is the extensive eval-
uation of di�erent approaches to detect the stance in the answer towards the
comparison. We focus in our analysis on transformer-based models, as they
deliver the best results for the task and conduct a range of experiments to
further improve their performance. In the process, we manage to improve on
the previous best results on the CompArg [47] and VAST [2] dataset. For our
dataset, we propose a stance classi�er based on RoBERTa using answers with
masked targets as the input. This model achieves a micro-averaged accuracy
of 0.62 for detecting the stance.

To present these results, this thesis is structured as follows. The next chapter
gives an overview of related research. In Chapter 3, we describe the process of
creating the dataset, which will be the basis for our work. Chapter 4 studies
the task of extracting the targets out of the question and identifying related
targets in the answer. Chapter 5 describes the main contribution of this thesis.
Di�erent approaches to identify the stance are evaluated and compared. Lastly,
Chapter 6 summarizes the main �nding of this thesis and identi�es areas for
further research.

4



Chapter 2

Related Work

Stance detection is a well-established task in natural language processing (NLP).
Based on a text, the aim is to identify the author's stance towards a target,
which may be for instance a topic, an entity, or a claim. [43]. There are many
di�erent variations of stance detection di�ering in the analyzed text, the kind
of target, the evaluation setup, and the sought category labels representing the
stance. Wang et al. [74] categorize the research on stance detection based on
the debate setting such as congressional �oor debates, company internal dis-
cussions, online forum ideological debates, and hot-event oriented debates on
social media. Küçük and Can [32] divide stance detection problems based on
the targets for the stance analysis and the labels which were used to categorize
the stance. They observed, that the research task most frequently studied is
stance detection in a piece of text towards one given target with stance labels
describing a favoring, neutral, opposing, or not given stance. Other common
forms of stance detection analyze the stance towards multiple related targets
(Multi-Target Stance Detection) [57], are trained and tested on distinct targets
(Cross-Target Stance Detection) [78], or analyze the stance of a text towards
a headline to facilitate fake news detection (Fake News Stance Detection) [14].
A task similar to stance detection is sentiment detection, where a text is ana-
lyzed for its polarity of emotion. Sometimes the sentiment of a text is used to
detect the stance of a text [5, 37].

Stance detection can be seen as one of the main methods in computational ar-
gumentation. Argumentation itself has already been studied by Aristotle [31]
in ancient times and has been a topic of research since then. Computational
argumentation builds on this long history and tries to automatically analyze
and synthesize natural language argumentation. The research covers tasks
such as argument mining [21], argumentation quality assessment [68], and ar-
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK

gument generation [6]. Some of the envisioned applications of computational
argumentation methods are argument search [69], personal assistants [51], ar-
gument summarization [73], or writing support [59].

In recent years the task of stance detection has drawn a lot of research atten-
tion. Earlier work has mostly focused on online debates [32] using rule-based [3,
44, 70, 71] or feature-based approaches using classi�er such as SVM [23, 58,
62, 71] or naive Bayes [3, 23, 49, 71]. In 2016 there have been several stance
detection competitions [43, 61, 79] and microblogs foremost twitter became a
popular data source for the text to be analyzed [4, 43, 52, 72]. Within the
same context, neural networks such as CNN [26, 65, 76] or LSTM [66, 82, 83]
based on word embedding became popular as classi�ers. With the recent rise
of transfer-learning and transformer-based models for many tasks in NLP, they
have also been proven to be state-of-the-art for stance detection [14, 19, 55, 64].
These types of models excel other neural network architectures especially when
trained on small task-speci�c datasets. Another common trend is the use
of ensemble classi�ers. The individual classi�ers can be combined by ma-
jority voting [56], random forest algorithms [22, 38, 63], or some custom
scheme [75, 84].

While there has been much work on stance detection recently, most of it
centered around classifying the stance in very short texts (often single sen-
tences) [5, 32, 43] and using the few same targets for training and evaluating
the classi�ers for stance detection [1, 5, 64]. This manifests in two signi�cant
di�erences to our task.

In contrast, Allaway and McKeown [2] propose the task of zero-shot stance
detection on online comments containing multiple sentences. They use the
term zero-shot stance detection to describe the classi�cation of stance towards
targets not used in training the classi�ers. The authors analyze comments from
online debates for their stance towards controversial topics. They propose a
neural network classi�er, which utilizes BERT embeddings and generalized
topic representations to capture relationships between the di�erent targets.
On their dataset, this classi�er manages to beat a �ne-tuned model based on
BERT. However, their classi�er is not applicable to our task, because it is
based on clustering the targets, as these can all be assigned to one of a few
overarching topics. This is an essential di�erence to our task, as we aim to
analyze answers on a variety of di�erent topics. Additionally, they use one
target for stance detection, and we research how to detect the stance towards
a comparison.

Faulkner [16] as well deals with detecting the stance in longer texts, more pre-
cisely student essays. His classi�er identi�es stance words in certain syntactic
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structures and links these to one of a few given essay topics. However, the
classi�er strongly relies on the uniform structure and language of essays, mak-
ing his approach not usable for the linguistic variation found in online answers
to comparative questions.

For sentiment analysis, Wachsmuth et al. [67] take a di�erent approach to get
document-level predictions for online reviews. They predict the local sentiment
for each sentence and use the idea of sentiment �ow [41] to deduce the overall
sentiment. Sentiment �ow is the concept that the global sentiment can be
represented by the sequence of local sentiments. Wachsmuth et al. [67] propose
a classi�er based on this notion and show in their experiments that the idea of
sentiment �ow can be used domain-independent to predict the global sentiment
based on the local sentiment. We adapt this idea to stance detection, to
combine sentence stance predictions into an overall stance classi�cation.

While the approach developed by Bar-Haim et al. [5] was designed for a very
di�erent stance detection task, it proves to a valuable base for one of our base-
lines. The classi�er was created for analyzing single sentence claims towards
controversial topic targets. The actual stance detection step included in the ap-
proach is based on lexicons and does not need training. Therefore, in contrast
to many other recent approaches, it does not depend on recurrent targets, even
though it was used in such a setting. We adapt the stance detection method
to be able to analyze longer texts towards two compared objects.

Most of the previously mentioned work focuses on stance detection towards
single targets. Our task demands a di�erent approach because we aim to ana-
lyze the stance towards a comparison, i.e., two targets given by a comparative
question. Schildwächter et al. [54] account for this comparative information
need and built a comparative argumentation machine (CAM), an information
retrieval system to compare objects based on information extracted from the
web. They showed the potential of this kind of system in a user study where
the participants were able to answer (manually selected) comparative ques-
tions faster and more accurately with the help of the system. The CAM allows
the user to input two objects which should be compared in general or based
on optional aspects. The system shows supporting arguments (sentences) for
each option, generates superior aspects for each option, and calculates a to-
tal score. The system is internally comprised of four di�erent steps. First,
relevant sentences are retrieved from the Common Crawl corpus, then their
stance is classi�ed. A score based on relevance and stance is calculated to
determine the order of the sentences and calculate the total score. Finally,
the application looks for relevant aspects for each option. The second step is
similar to our research task, but it di�ers due to some simpli�cations. Their
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system operates on a sentence-level, which can only contain simple arguments.
Also, they always compare exactly two objects, which are given explicitly by
the user and not as part of some free-text query.

Panchenko et al. [47] analyze di�erent approaches including the one used
by Schildwächter et al. [54] to classify the preference in comparative sentences.
They evaluate it on sentences retrieved from the Common Crawl corpus by
looking for certain pairs of objects and comparative cue phrases. Their best
classi�er, a gradient boosting model based on pre-trained sentence embeddings,
manages to reach an F1-score of 85%. However, as previously stated, this task
is di�erent because it only classi�es sentences, which have to be comparative
itself. Furthermore, their classi�er also detects non-comparative sentences as
one of their classes, which makes the results even less comparable. Even though
their sampling method makes their CompArg dataset not very diverse, we use
it for our classi�ers on sentence-level to be able to analyze the in�uence of
local stance on the global stance.

Ma et al. [40] propose a novel model that leverages dependency graph features
to detect the stance in comparative sentences. When tested on the CompArg
dataset by Panchenko et al. [47], their approach outperformed the previous
state-of-the-art classi�er. As their classi�er is specialized for this dataset and
utilizes the dependency structure in the sentences, it is not applicable for longer
texts. Even for the CompArg dataset, we show how to achieve better results
using a transformer-based model.

Other research conducted on comparative questions has focused on identifying
and analyzing comparative structures [20, 28�30, 36]. Especially relevant work
on comparative questions was done by Bondarenko et al. [7] and Dittmar [13].
Bondarenko et al. [7] analyzed real question queries on the Russian search en-
gine Yandex. They identi�ed that approximately 3% of these queries are com-
parative and more than 65% of these are not factoid and require argumentation.
Furthermore, they designed a classi�er to identify comparative questions, cate-
gorized them into several subclasses, and analyzed di�erent classi�ers for these
subclasses. Dittmar [13] analyses the structure of comparative questions and
researches di�erent approaches to recognize comparative questions and their
structural components. We build on results from both to design our classi�ers
to select the relevant question for annotation from the source datasets.

8



Chapter 3

Dataset

As there is no publicly available dataset for stance detection on answers to
comparative questions, we create one by annotating answers to comparative
questions with their stance. We use dumps from the CQA sites Yahoo!Answers
and Stack Exchange to sample comparative questions and human-written an-
swers. In our dataset, we aim to minimize domain dependency by sampling
questions on diverse topics from these two sources.

Bondarenko et al. [7] observed that comparative questions can be further di-
vided into two distinct categories, superlative and non-superlative questions.
These two di�erent question types di�er signi�cantly regarding their question
structure and the answers. Superlative questions usually ask for an object
out of some group that ful�lls some criteria to the greatest degree. The fol-
lowing example question asks for the best alternative out of the group of all
smartphones.

Example 3.1 Which smartphone is the best?

Non-superlative questions ask for a comparison of several (mostly two) concrete
objects. They clearly name the objects which are of interest. For instance,
the following non-superlative questions ask for a comparison of exactly two
speci�ed models of smartphones.

Example 3.2 Should I buy the Samsung Galaxy S20 or the iPhone 11?

Additionally, an answer to a superlative question will only discuss a selection
of options. It will not evaluate all possible objects which belong to the spec-
i�ed group. In contrast, an answer to a non-superlative question will usually
compare all objects speci�ed by the question. Therefore, it is much easier to
identify the targets of comparison for non-superlative questions. As we need

9



CHAPTER 3. DATASET

a target for stance detection, we focus on these non-superlative question and
leave the superlative questions for further research. Furthermore, as we re-
search how to detect the stance of answers, we only include argumentative
questions and exclude any factoid ones.

How we choose the source for our dataset is explained in Section 3.1. The
process of selecting just the relevant questions is described in Section 3.2.
Section 3.3 focuses on our annotation with the stance labels. This chapter
ends with a short analysis of the �nal dataset in Section 3.4.

3.1 Data Sources

As we aim to build a realistic dataset for comparative questions asked by
humans, we sample comparative questions and answers from the two CQA
sites Yahoo!Answers1 and StackExchange2. We choose these datasets because
they contain argumentative questions, have a diverse selection of topics, and
have an answer that was selected by humans to be a sensible and relevant
answer to the question.

The Yahoo!Answers corpus was built by collecting all questions and answers
from the CQA site Yahoo!Answer as of October 2007. It contains approxi-
mately 4.5 million questions and their corresponding answers. The metadata
includes which answer was selected as the best answer, either by the asker or
by the other users by voting, if the asker did not select a best answer.

Stack Exchange is a collection of di�erent community-driven websites, with
each site covering an individual topic.3 The �rst site was Stack Over�ow, a
site for programming questions. Most of the other big sites are also related to
computer science. The dumps from Stack Exchange are separated by site and
each dataset contains all the questions, answers, and additional metadata for
one site. One essential part of the metadata is the information which answer
was selected by the questioner as the best answer.

We choose the sites from Stack Exchange such that we get a selection of di-
verse topics, even though this is not entirely possible because most (and the
biggest) sites are related to computer science. We exclude those sites that
have not enough argumentative and comparative questions after �ltering (see

1L6 - Yahoo!Answers Comprehensive Questions and Answers version 1.0 (multi part)
retrieved from http://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com

2Stack Exchange Data Dump (2nd June 2020) retrieved from https://archive.org/
details/stackexchange

3An overview of the di�erent sites is available under https://stackexchange.com/sites
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Section 3.2) and those where a manual exploration indicates that the ques-
tion and answers are not suitable for our task because they contain a lot of
text that is not natural language. For instance, the sites Mathematics and
Stack Over�ow are excluded, because they are �lled with mathematical for-
mulas and code snippets, respectively. We choose the sites shown in Table A.2
as a compromise between diversity and an unmanageable number of distinct
sources.

For each question, we select the best answer as speci�ed by the metadata in
the dataset. On Yahoo!Answers as well as Stack Exchange the asker has the
possibility to write a more detailed description to add to the actual question.
However, we only use the title for all further steps, since we want to keep the
questions as short as possible to enable the automatic target identi�cation.
By ignoring potential details about the questions we might create incompre-
hensible question-answer pairs. However, during the manual annotation (see
Section 3.3) inappropriate question and answer pairs can still be excluded. Ad-
ditionally, we exclude all pairs with an answer that has less than 10 words, as
manually exploring the datasets shows that answer with fewer words generally
do not contain sensible arguments. Lastly, we clean the question and answer
of any HTML-tags and replace any hyperlinks with placeholders.

3.2 Comparative Question Selection

To select questions and answers from the source datasets for labeling, we clas-
sify whether the questions are comparative and argumentative. For that, we
train a classi�er to recognize comparative argumentative questions.

Bondarenko et al. [7] reported that for classifying Russian questions as com-
parative and argumentative it worked best to classify the questions in two
steps. They �rst use a classi�er to recognize comparative questions and after-
ward classify the questions in the reduced corpus as (not) argumentative. The
alternative to this two-step approach is to do this all in one step and employ a
classi�er to directly recognize comparative argumentative questions. To com-
pare these two approaches we train a model for each of these three individual
classi�cation tasks.4

For text classi�cation tasks, pre-trained transformer-based neural network ar-
chitectures such as BERT [12], XLNet [81], and RoBERTA [39] produce in
general state-of-the-art results. Additionally, Dittmar [13] showed that ap-
proaches based on BERT and XLNet have very competitive e�ectiveness for

4Classifying questions which are a) comparative, b) argumentative and c) argumenta-
tive & comparative
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detecting comparative questions. These models were only outperformed by
an ensemble classi�er. As we are still able to manually exclude any questions
during annotation to ensure the quality of the dataset, we decide against im-
plementing a more e�ective, but also more complex, ensemble classi�er.

To train the models, we use a dataset of 30,000 questions annotated as (not)
comparative by Dittmar [13], where 15,000 of these were additionally anno-
tated as (not) argumentative by Bondarenko et al. [7]. These questions were
sampled in equal parts from Google's Natural Questions [34], MS MARCO [45],
and Quora Question Pairs [27]. Additionally, we translate around 50,000 Yan-
dex queries and 15,000 Otvety questions annotated as (not) comparative and
(not) argumentative from Russian to English. Yandex is the most popular
Russian search engine and Otvety is a Russian CQA website.

The questions are lowercased and cleaned. This includes removing duplicate
punctuation marks and emoticons. This both increases the e�ectiveness sig-
ni�cantly. To validate that including the translated Russian queries improves
the prediction, the precision on an originally English test set is compared when
adding the Yandex and Otvety queries. The precision and recall can be im-
proved and therefore all further experiments are conducted with the complete
corpus.

The resulting dataset consists of 80,000 questions annotated as (not) compar-
ative and (not) argumentative and additional 15,000 questions only annotated
as (not) comparative. The dataset is divided with an 80-20 train-test split into
sets for training and evaluation. The 15,000 more coarsely annotated questions
are left out and only used as additional training examples for the compara-
tive classi�er. To implement the classi�ers, we use the Python library Simple
Transformers.5 The training set is used in a 5-fold cross-validation strategy to
optimize the models' hyperparameters and �nd the best model architecture.
We test the base models of BERT (uncased), RoBERTa, and XLNet. We
choose a 5-fold setup because the equally common 10-fold strategy results in a
higher standard deviation for the metrics between the individual test run. The
test set is used after �ne-tuning to compare the two approaches (one-step vs.
two-step) and report the results. We use the F1 score to evaluate the models,
as recall and precision are equally important. A high recall guarantees a wide
diversity in the selected questions and a high precision reduces the number
of questions we have to manually remove during annotation. For each of the
three classifying tasks, the best model is based on the uncased BERT model.
The hyperparameters are shown in Table A.1.

5https://github.com/ThilinaRajapakse/simpletransformers
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Our classi�er for comparative questions, when trained and evaluated on the
dataset from Dittmar [13], outperforms his best individual classi�er signi�-
cantly. He reports a recall of 0.82 and 0.38 for a precision of 0.8 and 1.0,
respectively. By optimizing the hyperparameters and choosing the uncased
variant of BERT, we manage to increase the recall to 0.86 and 0.45 outper-
forming his classi�er by 0.04 and 0.07.

As previously motivated, we want to compare the model detecting compara-
tive argumentative questions (one-step) with the combination of comparative
classi�er and argumentative classi�er (two-step). For the two-step approach to
classify a question as comparative and argumentative, both individual models
have to predict the positive class. The total results on the test set are similar
for both approaches, even though the training corpus for the two-step clas-
si�er is larger in total (because 15,000 queries were only coarsely annotated
as comparative or not). The two-step approach achieves a precision of 0.72
and a recall of 0.69 for the positive class resulting in an F1 score of 0.7. The
one-step classi�er has a precision of 0.76 and a recall of 0.63 resulting in an
F1 score of 0.69. As the di�erence in results for the two di�erent approaches
is minimal, we decide to use the one-step classi�er as it is trained faster and
easier to employ.

As we limit our research on non-superlative questions, we train another classi-
�er on the same dataset we used for the previous classi�ers. However, this time
we use the annotations to remove all non-comparative and non-argumentative
questions before the training. The annotation of whether a question is su-
perlative is used as the label to train the classi�er. As previously, a 5-fold
cross-validation strategy is used to �nd the best model and hyperparameters.
However, this time we use accuracy as the metric to evaluate the models, as
both classes are equally sized. The best model achieves an accuracy of 0.92.
It is based on the uncased variant of BERT. The hyperparameters are shown
in Table A.1.

We use these two classi�ers to select the relevant questions from Yahoo!Answers
and Stack Exchange. First, we classify the questions as (not) comparative ar-
gumentative, then, we classify the comparative argumentative ones as (not)
superlative. This results in a collection of 39,545 questions and answers from
Yahoo!Answers and 3,833 from the selected Stack Exchange sites.

3.3 Data Labeling

Finally, we annotate the questions and answers for our dataset with the ques-
tion targets, the answer targets, and the stance towards the comparison be-
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tween the question targets. The question targets are those phrases that are
used in the question to describe the di�erent options in the comparison. The
author of the answer does not have to use the same words to describe these
alternatives. We, therefore, seek also all phrases in the answer that refer to
one of the question targets. Lastly, we need the stance in the answer towards
the comparison in the question. This means we want to know which of the
options the author of the answer prefers. If there is no clear preference for one
of the alternatives we want to know if the answer has a neutral stance or does
not state any stance towards the comparison.

To simplify the collection of labeled data at scale, we also attempt to automat-
ically extract labels. The publicly available dataset MS MARCO [45] contains
in addition to the questions and answers a summary of some answers. The
dataset consists of approximately one million queries submitted to the search
engine Bing and around 9 million website passages relevant to these queries.
Due to the very inconsistent structure of the summaries, the target extraction
is challenging. Nevertheless, we can reliably extract the preferred target for
around 70% of answers using a rule-based approach (see Algorithm B.1 for the
pseudocode). The next step would be to extract the targets from the question
and combine them with the previous targets into an overall stance for the an-
swer. However, we have not found any method to achieve the reliability needed
for a ground truth dataset. Additionally, the quality of the dataset su�ers from
irrelevant answers, wrong summaries, and poorly parsed text. Due to these
reasons, we decide against further pursuing this approach and to not use the
MS MARCO dataset at all.

For the manual annotation, we randomly sample half of the questions and
answers from Yahoo!Answers and half from Stack Exchange. We internally
recruited 3 annotators and instructed them to annotate the spans for the ques-
tion and corresponding answer targets and to label the stance of the answer.
We use the stance labels none, neutral, �rst, and second to describe a stance
that is non-existent, neutral, preferring the �rst or the second object of the
question, respectively. We also added one label to mark those questions that
were misclassi�ed, i.e., not comparative, not argumentative, or superlative
questions, and one label for those questions that ask for a comparison of more
than two objects.

We used the tool WebAnno by Eckart de Castilho et al. [15] for the annota-
tion. After one pilot annotation with around 120 questions and answers, we
re�ned the annotation guidelines to remove uncertainties. Afterward, a pilot
run with another 120 questions is annotated by each of the annotators. We
use Fleiss' kappa [18] to evaluate the annotator agreement, as we have more
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than two annotators but no incomplete annotations. The annotators reach an
inter-annotator agreement of a Fleiss' κ = 0.61 (substantial agreement) for the
stance labels and an agreement of a Fleiss' κ = 0.69 (substantial agreement)
for the target annotations. Even though we gave clear instructions after the
�rst pilot annotation to include the articles in front of the target phrases, the
agreement rises to a Fleiss' κ = 0.72 (substantial agreement) if we ignore arti-
cles. Based on this high agreement, we decide to let each annotator annotate
an individual set of questions to be able to produce a larger dataset in less
time. To this end, exactly 1,441 questions have been annotated.

3.4 Dataset Analysis

The resulting dataset consists of 1,441 questions and answers, approximately
half from Yahoo (711) and half from Stack Exchange (730). The questions
from Stack Exchange originate from nine di�erent domains, each contributing
between 50 and 130 questions. The exact number for each site can be found in
Table A.2. Some examples of the questions and answers with their annotations
are shown in Table A.3. In the process of creating our corpus, we �ltered the
original source datasets to less than 1% of their size and annotated less than
0.03% of the original questions. The detailed numbers for the two sources for
each step in the process are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: The number of the total, selected, and annotated questions extracted
from the two sources. The selected questions are those that are classi�ed as compar-
ative, argumentative, and non-superlative. From this set, the annotated questions
were randomly chosen.

Number of questions

Total Selected Annotated

Yahoo!Answers 4,483,032 39,545 (0.88%) 711
Stack Exchange 686,886 3,833 (0.56%) 730

Manually analyzing the questions and answers shows that the questions from
Yahoo!Answers are mostly everyday questions with short and simple answers
(average length is 80 words), whereas the questions from Stack Exchange are
quite complicated and speci�c, but also have longer and more detailed answers
(average length is 194 words). The questions can be categorized based on the
annotation into three di�erent groups: questions comparing two objects, those
with more than two objects, and misclassi�ed ones (i.e., not comparative, not
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argumentative, or not superlative). The numbers for each category are shown
in Table 3.2. The questions with two objects amount for the largest part,
whereas those with more than two objects only form a small part of the dataset.
These numbers additionally justify the limitation of our research on questions
with exactly two objects. Nearly a third of the questions is misclassi�ed. This
seems consistent with the result of the classi�er on the test set. Interestingly,
the classi�cation for the Yahoo!Answers dataset seems to work much better
than for the questions from Stack Exchange.

Table 3.2: The number of annotated questions per type.

Number of questions per type

Two objects Three or more objects Misclassi�ed

Total 969 (67%) 65 (4%) 411 (28%)

Stack Exchange 451 (61%) 26 (4%) 257 (35%)
Yahoo!Answers 518 (73%) 39 (5%) 154 (22%)

To conclude this short analysis of the dataset, we examine the annotated stance
for the answers. The number of questions for each stance label is shown in
Table 3.3. We assumed that the stance of the answer would correlate with the
order of the objects, as, for instance, seen for the preference on comparative
sentences in the CompArg dataset [47]. We supposed that the asker mentions
his preference (if he already has one) �rst and rather choose an answer as the
best one that approves his stance. Additionally, the asker might be more likely
to mention a more popular option �rst. However, the minimal di�erence in the
number of answers preferring the �rst object compared with those preferring
the second object cannot con�rm this hypothesis.

Table 3.3: The number of answers for each stance.

Stance First Neutral Second None

Answers 329 (34%) 290 (30%) 280 (29%) 70 (7%)
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Chapter 4

Target Identi�cation

Our main research task is to investigate how well we can identify the stance of
an answer towards a comparison given by a question. The target towards which
we aim to determine the stance is the comparison between two objects stated in
the question. As we can dissect this comparison into the two compared objects,
we can also use the two objects to represent the comparison. To be able to
explicitly use these targets of comparison for the stance detection methods, we
analyze in this chapter how we can identify the targets given the question. In
the following example question and answer the targets are in bold.

Example 4.1 When it is better to o�oad work to the RDBMS rather
than to do it in code?

You want to do all set-based operations in the database for performance rea-
sons. [...] The only reason I might ever do something like this in a database

query is if it required lots of columns that I wouldn't otherwise select that could
actually amount to enough data to meaningfully slow down my query.

As you can see in this example, the author of the answer does not have to use
the same words used by the question to describe the compared objects. To
refer to the question targets the answer's author can use synonyms, abbreviate,
or paraphrase them. As there are multiple sentences in one answer, there can
even be multiple answer targets for each question target. If we can identify
those answer targets we can give these as additional information to the stance
classi�ers to simplify their task. Depending on the stance detection approach,
they either use the question targets, the answer targets, or both.

The next section will investigate how to identify the question targets in the
question. The second section deals with the identi�cation of the answer targets
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based on the question targets. We end this chapter with a short discussion of
the results.

4.1 Target Identi�cation in Questions

We evaluate two di�erent approaches to identify the targets in the question.
As the questions are short and often have a certain structure, we assume that
it is possible to design a rule-based algorithm to identify those targets. The
second approach is based on a transformer model, the current state of the art
for most NLP tasks. We compare these two approaches based on the accuracy
they achieve for classifying the right phrases as targets. As both methods
classify the tokens, we also evaluate the precision and recall on token level
to see how well they are able to construct the phrases based on their token
predictions.

For the rule-based approach, we use spacy [24] to tokenize the question and
tag the tokens with part-of-speech (POS) and dependency tags. While rules
based on �nding cue words such as �vs� or �di�erence . . . between� work very
accurately, their application is limited to a very small number of questions.
With the POS and dependency information we can design less speci�c but at
the same time less accurate rules. The algorithm that works best is shown in
algorithm B.2. It manages to classify the tokens with a precision of 0.60 and
a recall of 0.72. This method correctly classi�es the targets with an accuracy
of 0.37.

The other approach to identify the question targets is based on transformer
models con�gured for token classi�cation. We tokenize the questions with
spacy [24] and label whether the tokens belong to a target phrase. We sup-
plement our training set with 2,372 comparative questions from search engine
queries and CQA sites annotated by Dittmar [13]. The author evaluated di�er-
ent approaches to identify the components of comparative questions. Among
those components, one category corresponds to the compared objects, which
we are looking for. We transform the �ve di�erent labels into the two we seek
to classify (None, Target). As the domain of this dataset strongly resembles
ours, the additional data is very helpful to improve our results. We use a 5-fold
cross-validation strategy to optimize the hyperparameters and to evaluate dif-
ferent strategies to construct the targets out of the token classi�cations. We
concatenate all successive tokens that were classi�ed as part of a target into
one target phrase. However, this does not necessarily generate exactly two
target phrases. If we get more than two target phrases, we keep only those
with the highest average token con�dence. If we get just one target phrase, we
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split it at the token that has the lowest con�dence. We get the best results for
a model based on BERT with the hyperparameters shown in Table A.1. We
get a precision of 0.91 and a recall of 0.92 on token level and the targets are
correctly identi�ed with an accuracy of 0.76. A manual analysis shows that
a signi�cant part of the misclassi�ed targets is either including slightly too
many or too few tokens. However, using dependency information to extend or
shorten the targets to match whole phrases is not successful.

4.2 Target Identi�cation in Answers

For identifying the targets in the answer, we �rst sample phrases from the
answer as target candidates and then classify them as a target for one of the
question targets using similarity measures. To evaluate our approaches we
use the answer and the annotated question targets as input and calculate the
token-based precision and recall using the annotated answer targets as ground
truth.

POS-tagging and dependency parsing the answers showed that around 90%
of the annotated answer targets are noun phrases and a further 6% are verb
phrases. The remaining 4% arise do not coincide with the phrases detected by
the dependency parser or have been tagged with one of the other POS tags. To
generate the target candidates we, therefore, sample all noun and verb phrases
from the answer as potential targets. We limit the length of these phrases to
a maximum of 10 tokens as more than 99% of the answer targets are shorter
than this length. Neither generating all possible phrases nor generating only
the more relevant noun phrases can improve the overall results.

We employ di�erent similarity measures to identify whether the candidates
relate to one of the question targets. We calculate the similarity between the
target candidate and each of the question targets and if it is beyond some
threshold we classify it as an answer target. For potentially overlapping target
candidates only the one with the highest similarity is kept. The �rst similarity
measure is the cosine similarity of the word2vec [42] representations of the
phrases. As word2vec gives vector representations for single tokens, the vector
representation for the phrases are calculated by averaging the token vectors.
A threshold of 0.7 is identi�ed as the best boundary on the train set with a
precision of 0.56 and a recall of 0.38 on the test set. The second measure is
the Wu-Palmer Similarity [77] on WordNet [17]. A threshold of 1.0 yields the
best F1 score with a precision of 0.57 and a recall of 0.30 on the test set.

We can improve these results by combining both similarity measures. The
highest F1 score of all combinations is achieved by classifying the candidates
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as target phrases if one of the similarity measures outputs a value higher than
the previously mentioned thresholds (word2vec: 0.7, Wu-Palmer: 1.0). This
classi�er can increase the precision to 0.52 and the recall to 0.46.

We evaluate a transformer-based model using BERT as an alternative. The
model is trained on the pairs of question targets and answer target candidates,
which are labeled belonging to the positive class if the target candidate is
indeed an answer target for the given question target. The recall of this model
is extremely low with 0.19 and the precision of 0.64 was not much higher than
the precision of the previous approach.

We would like to compare the achieved performance with human performance
on the same task. For the part of the dataset that has been annotated by all
three annotators, the ground truth is the majority decision on token-level. We
compare the individual precision and recall of each annotator with this ground
truth and take the average over all three. This results in a precision of 0.89
and a recall of 0.94. An analysis of the di�erences indicates that the position
of the targets is undisputed but rather the length of the phrase is controversial.
While this e�ect occurs also during the automatic target identi�cation, it has
minor e�ects on the performance, as 96% of the answer targets are included
in the target candidates and these phrases are classi�ed as a whole.

4.3 Discussion

Our results show that especially the answer target identi�cation is very chal-
lenging. Besides synonyms also phrases that only relate in a speci�c context to
the question target have to be identi�ed. While it might be possible to improve
our results by combining even more similarity measures or other classi�ers, we
assume that the improvements would be small.

The focus of our work lies on stance detection and our results enable us to
get a more realistic comparison of the approaches that rely on the answer
targets with those that solely depend on the question targets. We will analyze
the impact these �awed target identi�ers have on the stance detection results
in the next chapter. Based on the results of this chapter, we will use the
transformer-based classi�er to identify the question targets and the similarity-
based method to identify the answer targets.
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Stance Detection

This chapter investigates how reliable it is possible to detect the stance of
answers to comparative questions towards two given targets of comparison. We
use the dataset presented in Chapter 3 to train and evaluate our approaches.
Given a pair of a question and an answer, the task is to predict one of the four
labels in the set: {None, Neutral, First, Second}.

We use the micro-averaged accuracy as the main metric to evaluate and com-
pare our approaches, as the important classes (Neutral, First, Second) are
equally sized. As our task uses exactly one label per instance, the micro-
averaged F1-score is the same as the micro-averaged accuracy and, therefore,
would be equally appropriate. With micro-averaging the metric we also follow
the common practice for multi-class text classi�cation problems [33, 80]. When
we analyze the results in more detail, we use the F1 score for each class, as
precision and recall are equally important. For the use-case as part of a search
engine, we evaluate the classi�ers at the end of the chapter separately, as it
makes the task highly precision-oriented.

Since stance detection requires targets to analyze the stance towards, we con-
duct our experiments in two settings by either using our target classi�ers or
the annotated targets. As our approaches to identify the targets deliver poor
results, we evaluate and compare our methods for stance detection on the man-
ually annotated targets as if we had a perfect target classi�er. At the end of
this chapter, we use our target identi�er to �nd the targets to evaluate how
well our stance detection approaches work in a realistic setting.

The dataset is divided with an 80-20 split into training and test set. For all
learned classi�ers, the training set is used in a 5-fold cross-validation strategy
to optimize the model's hyperparameters using a grid search. The results are
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always reported on the hold-out test set. To make our results reproducible, we
report the hyperparameters for the most relevant models in Table A.1.

To evaluate the e�ectiveness of our approaches, the �rst section describes two
baseline approaches. The second section deals with classi�ers using pre-trained
transformer-based models. In the last section, we analyze and discuss the
results of these classi�ers in a realistic scenario.

5.1 Baselines

We implement the baseline stance detection approach following Bar-Haim et al.
[5], as they use a lexicon-based approach that does not need training. This
means it works independently of our small training set and does not rely on
recurrent targets. The authors reported a highest achieved accuracy of 0.63
on their dataset with two stance labels (pro, con). We adapt their method, as
there are some major di�erences between the task settings. They detect the
stance of single-sentence claims towards one known target. In contrast, we aim
to detect the stance of multi-sentence answers towards two compared targets.
Their classi�cation is performed in three steps. The �rst one tries to determine
a target in the claim, the second one tries to detect the stance towards this
target and the �nal one will try to detect the contrast between the claim target
and the given topic target. The target extraction and contrast detection steps
are not applicable in our case, as we identify the targets di�erently and their
method is not usable for our data. Their stance detection algorithm is used
to identify the stance towards both targets and we combine these individual
stances into the overall stance towards the comparison.

Following Bar-Haim et al. [5], the answer text is scanned for positive and
negative sentiment words from the sentiment lexicon created by Hu and Liu
[25]. Afterward, a set of shifters (�not�, �never�, etc.) is applied to swap the
sentiment of all sentiment words within a window of 8 tokens to the oppo-
site. Depending on the shifter word, either all sentiments in the preceding or
following 8 tokens are inverted. They chose 8 as the size of this scope as it
delivered the best results in their experiments. We can con�rm this for our
dataset as well. Bar-Haim et al. [5] additionally limit the window for applying
these shifters by �,� and �but�. In contrast to their data set, we detect the
stance in multi-sentence answers, so we additionally limit the window by any
sentence boundaries.

After detecting (and switching) the sentiments, the resulting values are summed
up weighted by d−0.5, where d is the distance to the target. The �nal stance
score is then calculated as p−n

p+n−1
, where p and n are the weighted sums of
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positive and negative sentiments. We calculate this score for both compar-
ison targets. For each of these two, we use the nearest answer target to
determine the distance d to the sentiment words. This means we calculate
d = min(d1, . . . , dn), where d1, ..., dn are the distances to the answer targets
belonging to the question target.

The last step for our task is to combine these two stance scores for each of
the comparison targets into one overall stance. We evaluate di�erent features
calculated from these scores (e.g., absolute and relative di�erence, highest
absolute values) and di�erent methods to get a prediction based on these
features (e.g., decision trees). However, we achieve the most accurate results
with very basic rules. We use the following formula to determine the overall
stance stotal, where s1 (s2) is the predicted stance towards the �rst (second)
target:

stotal =


none s1 = 0 ∧ s2 = 0

neutral (s1 6= 0 ∨ s2 6= 0) ∧ |s1 − s2| ≤ 0.1

�rst s1 − s2 > 0.1

second s2 − s1 > 0.1

This classi�er reaches an accuracy of 0.39. The F1-score for each class is shown
in Table 5.1.

In a look for a more competitive baseline, we implement an approach based on
an support vector machine (SVM). These have been a common tool for stance
and sentiment analysis before neural networks were established. They work
reasonably well on small datasets. To train and evaluate the SVM, the text has
to be transformed into feature vectors. We evaluate n-gram features as well
as embeddings based on InferSent [11], BERT [50], and Universal Sentence
Encoder [8]. The best results with an accuracy of 0.40 are achieved by an
SVM with a radial basis function kernel (C=10) trained and evaluated on the
BERT embeddings. The F1 score per class in comparison to the lexicon-based
baseline is shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: F1 per label for the baseline approaches.

None Neutral First Second Micro-avg.

Lexicon 0.22 0.37 0.48 0.38 0.39
SVM 0.09 0.48 0.41 0.36 0.40
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5.2 Pre-trained Transformer-based Models

In the following, we focus on approaches using pre-trained transformer-based
models, as these achieve outstanding results for many NLP tasks, including
text classi�cation and stance detection [12, 14, 19, 64]. For all the following
approaches, we evaluate the most common and successful versions including
BERT [12], RoBERTa [39], XLNet [81], and T5 [48]. We use the base version
of these models because the larger ones (where available) have not shown any
improvement in several experiments, but work much less reliable on our hard-
ware due to their larger GPU memory requirement. In the �rst experiments,
we also evaluated Albert [35] and DistilBERT [53] as representatives of those
transformer architectures with a signi�cantly reduced number of parameters.
Our preliminary experiments showed that they perform fundamentally worse,
even though they aim at achieving better results on smaller datasets. Hence,
we did not consider them for any of the following approaches. The answer
stance (none, neutral, �rst, second) is transformed into a number from 0 to 3
and used as the class label for �ne-tuning and evaluating the models. All of
the following results are achieved on the test set, after optimizing the hyper-
parameters for the di�erent models on the train set in a 5-fold cross-validation
setting. As previously, we use the library Simple Transformers1 to implement
these models.

We conduct classi�cation experiments of two types: (1) detecting the stance of
the complete answer and (2) detecting the stance of the individual sentences
and combining them into answer predictions. In the �rst subsection, we deal
with those models that are trained and evaluated on the whole answer. The
second general approach is investigated in the second subsection. Lastly, we
investigate if we can improve the previous results by combining several models
into one ensemble classi�er.

5.2.1 Answer Based Models

In the following, the transformer-based models are �ne-tuned and evaluated
on the whole answer. This is a problem for long answers, as for some models
such as BERT the maximum length is 512 tokens. Everything longer than this
length will be truncated. However, this has no big impact on the performance
for our dataset, because less than 5% of the answers in our dataset are longer
than 512 tokens. We analyze di�erent approaches to use the whole answer as
input for the models.

1https://github.com/ThilinaRajapakse/simpletransformers
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First, we describe the approaches employing the capability of most transformer-
based models to learn with text pairs as input. We construct the pairs out
of the comparison targets and the corresponding answers to the comparative
question. Secondly, we discuss models that are trained on just the answer,
but where all answer targets are masked with special tokens. Finally, we ex-
tend these model's central principle of transfer-learning to the task-speci�c
�ne-tuning. These transformers are pre-trained on big datasets to develop an
understanding of language to perform better after only being �ne-tuned on rel-
atively small task-speci�c datasets. We attempt to use another bigger stance
detection dataset for additional �ne-tuning to achieve better results on our
dataset.

Classi�cation of Target Answer Pairs

One straightforward way to create the input for the transformer-based models
is to concatenate the �rst target and the answer for every dataset instance with
the special separator token for the transformer. It is feed into the model as
[CLS] <target1> [SEP] <answer> [CLS], where [CLS] and [SEP] are the clas-
si�er and separator token used while pre-training the models. The di�erent
transformer-based models are �ne-tuned and the hyperparameters are sepa-
rately optimized to achieve the results shown in Table 5.2. Unlike the other
models, T5 was not pre-trained with separator tokens. As a consequence, this
model does not deliver competitive results for this setup. The BERT model
predicts the stance with an accuracy of 0.40, and XLNet and RoBERTa achieve
a higher accuracy of 0.47.

Table 5.2: F1 for di�erent transformer-based models employed on target answer
pairs as input.

None Neutral First Second Micro-avg.

BERT 0.26 0.50 0.44 0.30 0.40
XLNet 0.11 0.62 0.46 0.41 0.47
RoBERTa 0.33 0.57 0.49 0.36 0.47

A disadvantage of this task setup is that just the �rst target is used for training
the models and predicting the stance. To improve the results, we analyze two
alternative setups that use both targets.

Following the proposal by Pan et al. [46] to concatenate multiple text frag-
ments using several separator tokens, we extend the input to [CLS] <target1>
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[SEP] <target2> [SEP] <answer> [CLS] for each training and test instance.
However, this decreases the performance of the models.

The other straightforward strategy to utilize both targets splits each dataset
instance into one example per target. This additionally increases the training
set size which also might help to improve the results. The models are employed
on [CLS] <target1> [SEP] <answer> [CLS] as well as [CLS] <target2> [SEP]
<answer> [CLS] for each instance. Both instances for one answer are either
used for training or for evaluating the models. We transform the stance label
for the answer into simpler pro/con labels for each instance. The preferred
target gets a pro label and the other one a con label. We �rst exclude any
instances with an neutral or none label as we do not have any information
about the stance towards the individual targets. The model is trained and
used to predict the labels for the test instances. To evaluate the results, the
predictions for the individual stance per target are assembled into an answer
stance. Instead of the categorical predictions, we use the probabilities returned
by the models. The probability of the pro label for the instance with the �rst
target and the probability of the con label for the instance with the second
target are averaged into the probability for the �rst label as the answer stance.
The probability for the second label is analogously calculated.

This yields an accuracy of 0.30, which is worse than just predicting the majority
class. An analysis of the individual predictions shows that the target in the
input had barely any in�uence on the output of the model. This means that the
predictions for both instances per answer are almost the same and the smallest
di�erences in the probabilities decide about the resulting answer stance label.
The model seems to be unable to learn the connection between the target and
the answer for predicting the stance. This hypothesis was tested by training
and evaluating a model on just the answer, i.e., [CLS] <answer> [CLS], and
comparing the results with the previous results for target answer pairs. This
new model is just slightly less accurate with an accuracy of 0.46 (compared to
0.47) and thus con�rms our hypothesis.

When splitting the instance per target, we, therefore, aim to stronger empha-
size the importance of the target as the �rst part of the input. We manage
to do this by reintroducing an none label and adding additional training in-
stances with no relation between target and answer. We simply take each
answer and create additional instances with targets from other randomly cho-
sen answers. Generating up to two additional instances per answer boosts the
performance considerably. Adding too many instances with an unrelated tar-
get is counter-productive, probably hindering the model to learn the important
labels. The model achieves a micro-averaged accuracy of 0.54 for the two in-
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cluded classes. This is an improvement over the previous best model, however,
it is only trained and evaluated on non-neutral instances with just three labels.
For comparison, if we train and evaluate the model with the original setup on
just the non-neutral instances, it reaches an accuracy of 0.52. The model us-
ing the split instances can improve the results on the non-neutral instances,
however, the di�erence is small and we found no way to extend this approach
to the neutral instances. Including these with a neutral label or labeling both
instances per answer as positive or negative does not yield any usable results.
Finer grained annotations about each of the targets might help to create sensi-
ble training instances, but we assume, based on our experiments, that training
each answer with each target separately is not that useful.

Classi�cation of Masked Answers

Instead of providing the question targets explicitly to the model, we can also
replace the targets in the answer with special tokens. This could improve the
results because it hides the concrete objects behind generic tokens creating
more homogeneous training instances. Additionally, this gives us the possibil-
ity to pass more external information to the model. For both of the question
targets, multiple answer targets can be �agged in the di�erent sentences in-
cluding paraphrases and synonyms.

We take the annotated targets in the answer to replace the corresponding to-
kens in the answer with a unique placeholder per target. The model is trained
and evaluated on just these masked answers, i.e. [CLS] <masked_answer>
[CLS], with the answer stance as the label. Our �rst experiments show the ma-
jor impact of the chosen markers. The results vary extremely depending on the
placeholders used. For the models pre-trained with masked tokens, i.e. BERT,
XLNet, and RoBERTa, a string in the same form as the masked tokens works
best. For instance, using [FIRST_OBJECT] (and [SECOND_OBJECT])
leads to better results than using a natural language placeholder (i.e. �rst
object) or using one token without the brackets (i.e. FirstObject). For the
T5 models, which are not pre-trained with masked tokens, one single unique
token such as FirstObject delivers the best results. The best results the mod-
els achieve are shown in Table 5.3. The results con�rm our intuition that the
models learn the answer stance better when more information about the tar-
gets and more homogeneous training instances are provided, although some
context information is lost due to the masking of the targets. Every model
type manages to achieve a higher accuracy than previously in the answer tar-
get pair setup. As before, the models based on XLNet and RoBERTa (and
now also T5) reach a much higher accuracy than the BERT model. The gap
in performance between the models even increases. We also experimented
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with supplementing the answer with the target(s) or question, but this is not
successful in further improving the results.

Table 5.3: F1 for di�erent models trained and tested on the masked answers.

None Neutral First Second Micro-avg.

BERT 0.16 0.45 0.52 0.25 0.43
XLNet 0.38 0.58 0.59 0.58 0.57
T5 0.21 0.62 0.61 0.62 0.60
RoBERTa 0.40 0.57 0.68 0.58 0.60

Two-Step Fine-Tuning

One key factor for the success of transformer models in NLP is the pre-training
on big datasets. This allows us to �ne-tune these models on relatively small
task-speci�c corpora and nevertheless achieve state-of-the-art results for many
tasks. As our dataset is small considering the complexity of the task, we
attempt to take this idea one step further. We investigate if it is possible to
improve our classi�cation results by using another dataset to sample additional
similar training instances.

We decide to use the VAST dataset [2] as the additional �ne-tuning corpora.
This speci�c dataset was chosen because it resembles our corpus closely. The
dataset was constructed as a zero/few-shot stance detection dataset, i.e., each
target only occurs once or very few times in the corpus (the mean number
of examples per topic is 2.4). Additionally, the stance is given for comments
consisting out of several sentences. Both of these characteristics are rare for
other stance detection datasets. The main di�erence to our problem is that we
are looking for a stance towards two targets and the VAST corpus is designed
for single-target stance detection. Therefore, we only analyze the e�ect of
additional �ne-tuning using target answer pairs as input.

We investigate two di�erent setups to use this additional dataset, once as
training data extension and once as the �rst training set in a two-step �ne-
tuning. For the �rst setup, we combine the dataset with our training set and
�ne-tune the models on both at the same time. As the alternative, we �rst train
the models on the VAST corpus and afterward �ne-tune them on our training
set. We conduct these experiments with the RoBERTa model as it was the
most e�ective model in the previous setup. The �rst setup changes the results
to the worse, while the second one slightly improves the accuracy from 0.47 to
0.49. The results from tuning the hyperparameter seem to indicate that the
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results are more stable than previously and that fewer epochs with the original
training set are needed to reach the same result quality. Even though we are
able to slightly increase the accuracy, we cannot con�rm that this approach is
e�ective for improving the results as we observed �uctuations of 0.02 in the
accuracy even for models trained with the same hyperparameters.

5.2.2 Sentence Based Models

The task of detecting the stance for a whole answer is very complex, as the
stance usually is not uniform over all sentences. As typically the pros and
cons are weighed against each other, some sentences might express a positive
stance towards one of the objects and other parts might argue for the other
one. To determine the overall stance the more prominent position has to be
extracted. We aim to dismantle the di�cult task of detecting the stance for the
whole answer into predicting the stance for each sentence and combine these
predictions into one total stance. Our idea is to transfer the good results from
several di�erent sentence-based stance detection tasks [47, 55] to the sentences
in our answer and �nd a suitable model to combine these predictions into one
overall stance.

The sentences in one answer can be divided into three di�erent categories
depending on how many targets they include. Around 11% of the sentences
contain both targets, 33% contain one of the two targets and the remaining
56% contain neither object. We suppose that we can best predict the stance
for the sentences if we use di�erent classi�ers for each of these sentence types.
As we need external data to train the classi�ers, we can look for data as similar
as possible to each of these types. The closer the training data is to the data to
be analyzed the better the results will be. In the following subsections, we deal
with classi�ers for each of these sentence types. The last subsection puts the
di�erent models together to predict the stance for the answer and evaluates
how well the answer stance can be detected.

Two Target Sentences

The sentences with two objects are a minority and around half of the answers
do not contain even one sentence of such type. Nevertheless, we assume that
these sentences are very important for detecting the stance because they often
directly compare these two objects. As we do not have stance annotation for
the individual sentences in our dataset we need another corpus to train the
models on. Panchenko et al. [47] created the CompArg dataset with preference
labels for 7,199 comparative sentences. Each of these sentences compares ex-
actly two objects. The preference label describes the preference regarding the
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comparison expressed in the comparative sentences. The corpus was sampled
from the Common Crawl by looking for pairs of objects and comparative cue
phrases such as �better� or �faster�. These pairs of objects were compiled by
combining objects of the same class (e.g., programming languages) or those
with high similarity. The idea behind these pairs is that they are more likely
to be targets of comparisons. The cue phrases were used to increase the prob-
ability to extract comparative sentences even further. Despite these e�orts,
73% of the sentences still contain no comparison and are marked by the label
none. Around 19% have a more positive stance towards the �rst object in
the sentence (better). The remaining 8% express a stance favoring the second
object (worse).

To select the classi�er for the sentences in our dataset, we evaluate di�erent
models on this dataset. We assume, that the comparison results are trans-
ferable to the sentences in our answers, i.e., the more accurate a classi�er is
on the CompArg data the more accurate it is as well on the sentences with
both targets in our corpus. Besides creating the dataset, Panchenko et al.
[47] also propose classi�ers for it. Their most accurate classi�er is based on
decision trees learned with XGBoost [9] on InferSent [11] representations of
just the part of the sentences between the two targets. Ma et al. [40] pro-
pose for the CompArg dataset a new model called ED-GAT to improve on
the results of this classi�er. This model is a deep graph attention network
that is trained on dependency parse graphs with BERT embeddings as the
nodes. We assume that it might be possible to achieve the same or even bet-
ter results with a simpler and more general transformer model. We train and
evaluate the di�erent transformer models on the CompArg dataset once with
the input [CLS] <target1> [SEP] <sentence> [CLS] and once with masked
sentences, i.e., [CLS] <masked_sentence> [CLS]. For the masked sentences,
we rely on the previous experiments about the masks and replaced the targets
in the sentences depending on the model with the best working placeholder
(e.g., [FIRST_OBJECT] for BERT, RoBERTa, and XLNet and FirstObject
for T5). We use the train/test split used by Panchenko et al. [47] and optimize
the hyperparameters with a 5-fold cross-validation strategy on the train set.
For both input types, the most accurate model is based on RoBERTa. The
one trained and tested on pairs achieves a micro-averaged accuracy of 0.84 and
the one working on the masked sentences achieves an accuracy of 0.91. This
improves on the results by Panchenko et al. [47] and Ma et al. [40] by 0.06
and 0.04, respectively. In Table 5.4 the results are compared in more detail. It
should be noted that the other models (BERT, T5, XLNet) employed on the
masked sentences also outperform the ED-GAT model and are only slightly
less accurate than the RoBERTa model. Besides the clear improvement in
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accuracy, these models themselves are simpler and not as task-speci�c as the
ED-GAT classi�er. Another interesting result of these experiments is, that
the way the dataset instances are fed into the model plays a huge role. The
transformer models trained on sentence-pairs are worse than decision trees em-
ployed on InferSent embeddings. In contrast, the same models trained on the
masked sentences outperform all other classi�ers.

Table 5.4: Comparison of the F1 of di�erent classi�ers on CompArg.

Better Worse None Micro-avg.

RoBERTa-Pair 0.71 0.54 0.90 0.84
InferSent+XGBoost [47] 0.75 0.43 0.92 0.85
ED-GATBERT [40] 0.78 0.56 0.93 0.87
RoBERTa-Mask 0.87 0.67 0.95 0.91

We �ne-tune a RoBERTa model with the best hyperparameters on the whole
CompArg dataset to use it on the sentences in our corpus. To be able to
evaluate the performance on these, we annotate the stance of the sentences in
our dataset containing two objects with the same labels. The model achieves an
accuracy of just 0.62. A more detailed comparison of the results on CompArg
and our sentences is shown in Table A.4. One reason for the lower accuracy is
the di�erent class distribution, as only 56% (CompArg: 73%) of the sentences
belong to the class none. However, as we can see in the detailed comparison,
the F1 score is signi�cantly lower even for the individual classes. We suppose
the very uniform structures of the sentences in CompArg make the task of
detecting the stance easier and the trained model not fully capable for our
sentences. The sentences in CompArg are sampled by looking for certain cue
phrases and pairs of simple nouns or names. Therefore, these sentences have
much less variety than those in our dataset. Nevertheless, we get a classi�er
that works better than a model trained on our own annotated sentences. For
comparison purposes, we �ne-tuned a RoBERTa model on our own annotated
sentences, but only achieved an accuracy of 0.45. We assume this is because
around 500 sentences are not enough to successfully train the model.

One Target Sentences

A third of all sentences in the answers in our dataset contains exactly one
compared object. This kind of sentence can be used to di�erentiate one object
from the other, which might be an essential part to determine the overall
stance. As previously, we need another dataset to train a classi�er on for this
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type of sentence. In contrast to the sentences with two objects, it is more
di�cult to select a dataset, as this category of sentences is more generic. We
analyze three datasets that promise to be a good �t.

The Claim Stance Dataset created by Bar-Haim et al. [5] contains around
2,400 claims about controversial topics and a label (pro, con) describing the
stance towards these topics. The dataset also includes the stance towards the
claim target, which is explicitly used in the claim and is either consistent or
contradictory to the topic target. Because the targets in our task are also
contained in the analyzed text, we use the claim target and the corresponding
label to train our models. This is di�erent from the originally intended task
of predicting the stance towards the topic target.

Stab et al. [60] constructed the UKP Sentential Argument Mining Corpus,
which contains more than 25,000 arguments annotated either as a supporting,
attacking, or no argument with respect to a topic. In contrast to a stance
dataset, it does not contain the stance towards these topics but might help
identify arguments in the sentences in our dataset. These would closely relate
to the stance in the same sentence.

The third corpus is the previously mentioned VAST dataset published by All-
away and McKeown [2]. It was proposed as a dataset for zero/few-shot stance
detection and contains the stance (pro, con, neutral) of approximately 23,500
comments towards a vast variety of targets. The length of the labeled text
in this dataset is higher as the comments can be longer than a single sen-
tence.

To decide which dataset we use to train the classi�er to predict the stance of
the sentences in our dataset, we evaluate the prediction results on our dataset.
As we have no stance labels for the sentences with one object, we combine the
sentence prediction in a simpli�ed manner into an overall answer stance. We
average the predictions for all sentences with one object within one answer to
obtain the overall stance prediction. The predictions for the sentences with the
�rst target are averaged with the inverted predictions for the sentences with
the second one. While a good result is no proof for a good performance on
our sentences, we show later that this method works surprisingly well and is
therefore a usable approximation. The di�erent transformer models get �ne-
tuned with optimized hyperparameters on each of the three di�erent datasets
and then evaluated on our whole dataset.

The model trained on the VAST dataset achieves by far the best total result
with a micro-averaged accuracy of 0.51 on our dataset. The models trained
on the Claim Stance Dataset and UKP Sentential Argument Mining Corpus
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have an accuracy of 0.33 and 0.32. Adding one or both of these corpora
to the VAST dataset worsen the results. We suppose that there are several
factors that make the VAST dataset more suitable for training the models,
even though it contains not just single sentences as comments. We assume
that mostly the large size of the dataset and the zero/few-shot setup help
reach good results.

Our model is based on RoBERTa and trained on pairs of target and comment.
The alternative approach of masking the comments is not feasible as most
comments do not contain the target. We additionally consider the classi�er
proposed by Allaway and McKeown [2] for their own dataset as one possible
model. This model, called TGA Net, is a neural network that is based on
the BERT embeddings of the comments and an attention vector for the target
calculated by topic clustering. To decide between these classi�ers we compare
them on the test sets (zero-shot, few-shot, altogether) of the VAST dataset.
Our transformer-based model is able to improve the results compared to the
TGA Net model for all three test sets. On the complete test set, it achieves
a macro-averaged2 F1 score of 0.70, which is 0.04 higher than the accuracy
reached by TGA Net. A more detailed comparison of the results is shown in
Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: Comparison of the F1 achieved by the TGA Net model [2] and our best
model on the complete (few- and zero-shot) test set of VAST. * indicates that we
calculated this value from the other given F1 scores for the sake of completeness
(F1Macro =

1
3 ∗ (F1Neutral + F1Pro + F1Con))

Neutral Pro Con Macro-avg.

TGA Net [2] 0.83* 0.57 0.59 0.67
RoBERTa-Pair 0.83 0.65 0.61 0.70

As the classi�er for the one target sentences in our dataset, we, therefore, use
a RoBERTa model after �ne-tuning it on the whole VAST dataset with the
previous best hyperparameters. For the second target, we always invert the
prediction, i.e. a positive stance becomes negative and vice versa.

Context Sentences

The third category is the largest one and contains all those sentences that do
not contain any compared objects. To use this kind of sentence for the overall

2We use the macro-averaged accuracy here to make our results comparable to the original
paper.
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stance detection we need to identify the target towards which a potential stance
is expressed in the sentence. Since there are none of the compared objects
explicitly mentioned, we cannot match the stance target to one of the objects.
Nevertheless, these sentences might convey a stance about one of the compared
objects for instance by using pronouns. Due to our notion that objects are
usually named before they are discussed in more detail, we assume that these
sentences mostly talk about the previously mentioned object. We use this
idea to predict the target of such sentences. We use the previously discussed
classi�er for the sentences with one compared object to classify these sentences
as well. As the target we use the lastly named object. Sentences before any
of the objects are mentioned or those after sentences with both objects are
ignored.

Combine into Answer Classi�cation

The last step to detect the stance for the whole answer based on sentence
predictions is to combine the sentence predictions into an overall stance pre-
diction. The straightforward baseline approach for this is averaging the results
over all sentence predictions and choosing the prevailing prediction.

Employing simple classi�ers such as decision trees or using threshold values
on the number of predictions for each label does not improve the results. Our
intuition that the stance at the beginning and end is more important, because
the answers tend to have a verdict as the �rst or last sentence of the answers can
also not be con�rmed. Weighting the predictions depending on the positions
does not lead to better results.

A more complex approach is based on the work by Wachsmuth et al. [67] on
combining local sentiments into a global sentiment. We try to use their ap-
proach for stance detection instead of sentiment prediction. Mao and Lebanon
[41] introduce the concept of sentiment �ow as the idea that the argumentation
of reviews can be represented by the sequence of local sentiments. Wachsmuth
et al. [67] propose a classi�er based on this notion and present results that
suggest that sentiment �ow can be used domain-independent to predict the
global sentiment of reviews out of local sentiments. They employ a random
forest classi�er based on a collection of features. Besides baseline features such
as Bag-of-Words, the local sentiment frequency, and the distance to centroids
obtained by a sentiment �ow clustering, they use the distance to certain �ows
after applying a range of operations on the sentiment �ow. We evaluate if
this approach is also helpful for more diverse text and the stance towards a
comparison instead of just sentiments in reviews. We use all calculated fea-
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tures because they worked best for most of the setups evaluated in the original
paper.

We compare the results obtained through this method with the baseline results.
While evaluating the di�erent sentence classi�ers we saw that the one for the
sentences with one target on its own produces the best results, followed by
the one for sentences with two objects. The classi�er for the context sentences
is the worst one. So, we decide to try three di�erent ways to produce the
sentence stance predictions. First, we predict the stance only for sentences
with one object, second, we predict it for sentences with one or two objects,
and �nally, for all sentences. In Table 5.6 we compare the baseline method,
i.e., simply averaging the sentence predictions, with the stance �ow classi�er
for each of these three ways to generate the sentence predictions.

Table 5.6: Comparison of the accuracy of both combination approaches for the
global stance. The results are based on predictions for all sentences (all), all sentences
with targets (one or two), and just the sentences with one target.

Sentence predictions

All One & two targets One target

Baseline (avg.) 0.48 0.51 0.52
Stance Flow 0.48 0.51 0.52

The results show that independent of the way to infer the global stance, it
is not helpful to predict the local stance for the three sentence categories. It
works best to just predict the stance for the sentences containing exactly one
object. Furthermore, the results show that using transformer-based models for
sentence-based prediction is a competitive alternative to predicting the stance
for the whole answer. We assume that it might be possible to further increase
the e�ectiveness by improving the classi�ers for the individual sentences, espe-
cially for those with two or no targets. Our models for these sentences do not
help to improve the results for detecting the stance of the whole answer.

The transfer of the sentiment �ow model from sentiment analysis on reviews
to stance detection on answers to comparative questions is not successful, as
it does not improve on the baseline. It might be possible to increase the
results by �nding a better model for combining the local stances into a global
stance.
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5.2.3 Ensemble Classi�er

After building and optimizing several di�erent classi�ers we investigate if we
can improve the classi�cation results even further by building an ensemble
classi�er on top of these di�erent models. We evaluate di�erent methods to
combine the best models for each input. RoBERTa-Pair is trained on the target
answer pairs, RoBERTa uses the masked answer and RoBERTa-One predicts
the stance for all sentences with one object and averages them as previously
described into one overall stance.

We manage to achieve the best results with an ensemble that predicts the
maximum of the weighted average of the predictions from each classi�er. To
weight the predictions of each individual classi�er we use the accuracy they
achieved during the 5-fold cross-validation on the train set. However, this
ensemble does not manage to outperform the best individual classi�er. The
results are shown in Table 5.7. To make these �nal results reproducible, we use
manual seeds (see Table A.1) for initializing the weights of the �nal layers of
these transformer-based models. Because we �ne-tuned the models with this
manual seed, we see some minor di�erences to the previously reported results
for the classi�ers.

Table 5.7: Comparison of the F1 of the ensemble classi�er, the best individual
classi�ers, and the baseline.

None Neutral First Second Micro-avg.

Baseline (SVM) 0.09 0.48 0.41 0.36 0.40
RoBERTa-Pair 0.30 0.50 0.47 0.39 0.44
RoBERTa-One 0.15 0.33 0.61 0.58 0.51
RoBERTa-Mask 0.35 0.64 0.62 0.63 0.62
Ensemble 0.29 0.64 0.63 0.63 0.62

5.3 Analysis for Practical Application

After designing, evaluating, and comparing di�erent approaches to detect the
stance of the answers, we analyze the classi�ers for practical applications.
First, we analyze the best classi�ers using the classi�ed targets instead of
the annotated ones to show a more realistic view of the accuracy of these
models. Second, we investigate if our models are capable to be employed in
our envisioned use-case as part of search engines helping to show users the
relevant information for comparative questions.
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5.3.1 Using Classi�ed Targets

To evaluate the di�erent approaches to detect the stance, we have previously
used the manually annotated targets. To get a more realistic impression of the
performance of the stance detection, we evaluate these models using the targets
identi�ed by the classi�ers designed in Chapter 4. In Table 5.8 we compare
the accuracy of the stance detection methods using annotated and classi�ed
targets. As the identi�cation of the answer targets is considerably less accurate
than the question target identi�cation, the two stance classi�ers relying on
answer targets, RoBERTa-Mask and RoBERTa-One, su�er more from using
the classi�ed targets. The accuracy of RoBERTa-Mask is drastically reduced
as the answers are not correctly masked. The RoBERTa-One model also relies
on the answer targets to identify the sentences with one compared object. The
accuracy of the other two models does not change signi�cantly. Nevertheless,
RoBERTa-Mask still achieves the best results by a slight margin.

Table 5.8: Comparison of the micro-averaged accuracy for stance detection with
annotated and classi�ed targets.

Accuracy

Annotated targets Classi�ed targets

Baseline 0.40 0.39
RoBERTa-Pair 0.44 0.44
RoBERTa-One 0.51 0.40
RoBERTa-Mask 0.62 0.45

5.3.2 As Part of Search Engines

We initially motivated our research of stance detection on answers to compar-
ative questions as a possible way to help search engines show more relevant
information to the user (cf. Section 1). The envisioned use-case for the clas-
si�er is to categorize answers to comparative question queries depending on
their stance, enabling a better presentation of results compared to just a list
of relevant websites. As changing the presentation of search results is an im-
pactful decision, this task is highly precision-oriented. The web is full of text,
enabling us to accept a lower recall for the classi�er. We investigate how we
achieve the best precision in exchange for a lower recall using the classi�ed
targets.
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The precision-recall curves for our three best classi�ers (RoBERTa-Pair, RoBERTa-
Mask, RoBERTa-One) are shown in Figure 5.1. Regardless of the targeted
recall, RoBERTa-Mask delivers the best precision even using classi�ed tar-
gets. The precision-recall curves per label for this classi�er are shown in Fig-
ure 5.2.

To increase the precision, we set a threshold for the probability and ignore
any prediction the model makes with a probability lower than this threshold.
We choose the threshold such that we achieve a pre-determined value for the
precision on the cross-validated train set resulting in a certain recall. To eval-
uate the results we calculate the precision and recall achieved on the test set
using the same threshold. The resulting values are shown in Table 5.9. For
comparison, we show the same values for annotated targets in Table A.5.

Table 5.9: Precision and recall on the cross-validated train set and the test set
using threshold values to achieve a certain precision on the cross-validated train set.
Evaluated on our dataset using the classi�ed targets.

Train set Test set

Threshold Precision Recall Precision Recall

0.976 1.00 0.03 0.81 0.02
0.972 0.95 0.06 0.81 0.03
0.972 0.90 0.06 0.81 0.03
0.967 0.80 0.09 0.77 0.08

While we can de�nitely use thresholds to increase the precision, the results
on unseen data are not fully predictable, as the precision and recall values
di�er strongly between train and test set. However, we assume, this is at least
partially caused by the small size of the test set.

As the web contains such a vast amount of content, the very low recall might
even be acceptable. More importantly, as the results on the test set show,
we are not able to reliably deliver a certain high precision. As long as this is
the case, our classi�er is far from being used productively in a search engine
scenario, even ignoring any potential other problems regarding the broader
context, e.g., question identi�cation and answer retrieval.
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Figure 5.1: The precision-recall curves for RoBERTa-Mask, RoBERTa-Pair, and
RoBERTa-One on the 5-fold cross-validated train set using micro-averaged precision.

Figure 5.2: The precision-recall curves per label for RoBERTa-Mask on the 5-fold
cross-validated train set.
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Conclusion

We tackle the task of identifying the stance of answers towards compared
objects in argumentative comparative questions. We focus on questions that
ask for a comparison of exactly two options, thus, the answer's stance always
has two targets, making stance detection di�cult.

As one of our contributions, we created a stance detection dataset for answers
to comparative questions. The dataset contains 1,034 comparative questions
sampled from CQA websites with their respective answer. We manually anno-
tated the compared objects and the stance towards these.

Furthermore, we designed and evaluated methods to identify the stance targets
in the questions and answers. We successfully employed a transformer-based
model to identify the targets in the question and used a classi�er based on
similarity measures to �nd corresponding targets in the answer.

Our main contribution is the design and evaluation of an extensive selection
of approaches to detect the stance in the answer. We compared feature-based
baseline classi�ers with more advanced transformer-based models. Our exper-
iments focus on improving the e�ectiveness of the transformer-based models
and explore several ideas to accomplish this.

These experiments are also relevant for other tasks as we show by improving
on previous results on the CompArg [47] and VAST [2] dataset. In both cases,
we manage to achieve better results with a general-purpose transformer-based
model compared to a complex task-speci�c classi�er.

Our idea of using other datasets for additional �ne-tuning to improve the
results for small datasets was not successful. While the VAST dataset was
shown to be similar enough to produce a good classi�er for the individual
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sentences it was not useful in improving the results when used for additional
�ne-tuning.

We investigated the idea of using sentence-based classi�ers to detect the stance
for the whole answer. While the application of the idea of sentiment �ow was
not successful, simply averaging the predictions for the single sentences lead
to an accuracy not signi�cantly worse than our most e�ective model.

The most e�ective classi�er for our dataset is a RoBERTa model trained and
evaluated on the answer, where all targets have been replaced with unique
placeholders. On the answers to comparative questions, this multi-class clas-
si�er achieves a micro-averaged accuracy of 0.62 for detecting the stance rep-
resented by four di�erent labels (none, neutral, �rst, second).

Such a stance classi�er could be employed to help users �nd more relevant infor-
mation for argumentative comparative questions. For instance, search engines
could categorize answers to comparative questions regarding their stance and
give users a more direct presentation of arguments and the prevailing stance
regarding the comparison. However, we showed that even our best classi�er
fails to achieve the very high precision needed for a productive application in
this context.

A promising direction for future work can be the advancement of the sentence-
based classi�er. Stance annotated sentences closer resembling the sentences in
our dataset could enable the training of a signi�cantly better sentence stance
classi�er. Additionally, using more advanced methods to identify the target
for sentences containing no compared objects could deliver usable stance pre-
dictions for these sentences. These improved classi�ers or, additionally, other
methods to combine the sentence predictions might improve the overall answer
stance prediction.

Another area for further research is superlative comparative questions. We
focus on non-superlative questions, as the targets for stance detection are more
evident. It would be interesting to investigate how the targets and stance for
superlative questions can be identi�ed.
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Tables

Table A.1: The hyperparameters for the transformer-based models to use with the
library Simple Transformers to reproduce the relevant results in this thesis sorted by
section.

Section Name model_name num_train_epochs train_batch_size learning_rate manual_seed

3.2

comparative argumentative bert-base-uncased 3 8 3E-5
comparative bert-base-uncased 3 8 3E-5
argumentative bert-base-uncased 3 8 4E-5
superlative bert-base-uncased 3 8 3E-5

4.1

bert-base-uncased 50 8 5e-5
4.2

bert-base-uncased 3 16 2e-5
5.2.1.1

bert-base-uncased 10 16 2e-5
xlnet-base-cased 10 16 2e-5
roberta-base 10 16 2e-5

5.2.1.2

bert-base-uncased 10 16 2e-5
xlnet-base-cased 10 16 3e-5

t5-base 10 16 4e-5
roberta-base 10 16 2e-5

5.2.1.3

roberta-base 10 16 2e-5
5.2.2.1

RoBERTa-Pair roberta-base 10 16 2e-5
RoBERTA-Masked roberta-base 10 16 3e-5

5.2.2.2

RoBERTa-Pair roberta-base 10 32 3e-5
5.3.1

RoBERTa-Pair roberta-base 10 16 2e-5 12341
RoBERTa-One roberta-base 10 32 2e-5 12341
RoBERTa-Mask roberta-base 10 16 2e-5 12341
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Table A.2: The number of the total, selected, and annotated questions from the
di�erent Stack Exchange domains. The selected questions are those that are classi�ed
as comparative, argumentative, and non-superlative. From this set, the annotated
questions were randomly chosen.

Domain
Number of questions

Total Selected Annotated

Academia 32,044 199 (0.62%) 100
Computer Science 36,105 85 (0.24%) 50
Gardening & Landscaping 13,691 65 (0.47%) 50
Music: Practice & Theory 19,114 145 (0.76%) 50
Seasoned Advice (Cooking) 23,215 273 (1.18%) 100
Software Engineering 55,725 700 (1.26%) 130
Software Recommendations 21,234 102 (0.48%) 50
Super User (Computers) 444,609 2,039 (0.46%) 100
Travel 41,149 225 (0.55%) 100
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Table A.4: Comparison of the F1 of RoBERTa-Mask on CompArg [47] and the
sentences with two objects in our dataset.

Better Worse None Micro-avg.

CompArg [47] 0.87 0.67 0.95 0.91
Our two object sentences 0.44 0.23 0.78 0.62

Table A.5: Precision and recall on the cross-validated train set and the test set
using threshold values to achieve a certain precision on the cross-validated train set.
Evaluated on the data using the annotated targets.

Train set Test set

Threshold Precision Recall Precision Recall

0.978 1.00 0.03 1.00 0.01
0.978 0.95 0.03 1.00 0.01
0.976 0.90 0.03 1.00 0.01
0.963 0.80 0.06 0.77 0.09
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Algorithms

Input: Question, Answer
Output: Target in answer or none if not extractable
if question has multiple answers or answer has multiple sentences or
answer starts with "yes" or "no" then
return None;

else if answer is one token long or root of answer preposition then
return answer;

else if answer is noun phrase then
objects = split answer on ",", " and " and " or ";
return objects;

else if lemma of root of answer is "be" then
�rst phrase, second phrase = split answer on "be" lemma;
if one phrase has a signi�cant overlap with question and other
phrase is noun phrase then
return noun phrase;

else
return None;

end

else
return None;

end

Algorithm B.1: Extract targets from answer.
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Input: Question
Output: Question Targets
qt = tokenize question with spacy;
if qt contains one of the following [`vs', `vs.', `or'] then

x = token at position of [`vs', `vs.', `or'] in the question;
target_1 = token left of x;
target_2 = token right of x;
if target_1 is part of noun chunk then

target_1 = get whole noun chunk;
if target_2 is part of noun chunk then

target_2 = get whole noun chunk;
else if qt contains token dependency tagged as conj then

x = �rst token tagged as conj;
target_1 = left dependency subtree of dependency parent of x;
target_2 = dependency subtree of x;

else if question contains `di�erence' and `between' then
sep = �nd position of [`and', `&', `or', `vs'] in question after
`between';
target_1 = words between position of `between' and sep;
target_2 = words after sep;

return target_1, target_2

Algorithm B.2: Rule-based approach to identify the question targets.
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